Revolutionary, Patented
Vision Picking Solution

Zero errors and maximum speed with
the world’s most used vision picking solution
xPick is a patented and an award winning ”pick-by-vision“ solution. As manual logistics processes still prevail, xPick addresses this problem and aims at a profitable use of wearables in many logistics processes.
xPick allows for hands-free, high speed order picking while
simultaneously reducing the number of picking errors
drastically. Weight control, barcode scans, localization,
operation by voice command, and other components help
the picker to achieve best results.
At the same time, user acceptance is outstanding due to
the intuitive graphical user interface design. xPick offers
enormous customization flexibility and does not rely on
any electronics in the environment except Wi-Fi.

Supported Processes
S ingle- & multi-order picking
S equencing & kitting
Incoming & outgoing goods
P acking & sorting
R eplenishment & putaway
Inventory control
Value added services
... and many more !

Core Features
Seamless integration
Create custom workflows
integrating xPick into your
existing WMS or ERP and
more with pre-configured
interfaces. The integration
allows for quick scalability
to multiple sites. Sensor integrations such as IoT and
RFID guarantee for automatic confirmation.

Powerful management
The Frontline Command Center is the central management hub. Find picking reports, manage users, assign
tasks and offer help via remote support. Use the Frontline Creator tool to create and
modify your own vision picking processes without cumbersome IT requests.

User-centered experience
Like all of our Frontline solutions, xPick is device and
operating system agnostic,
supporting smart glasses,
tablets, smartphones or other
wearable devices, running on
Android, iOS or Windows. Secure and personalized logins
ensure data protection and a
customized experience.

Your Benefits
Faster processes
Hands-free picking and
confirmation with up to
43% time savings

Higher accuracy
Nearly zero errors
through integrated
quality control

Greater flexibility
Easy training and fast
enablement of frontline workers

Quick payback
ROI within months due
to low initial costs and
instant performance gains

Trusted solution
Industry-proven and
in productive global
use for years

Instant analysis
Central graphical
overview of key performance indicators
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